Abstract. We explain how to incorporate the action of local integrals of motion into the fermionic basis for the sine-Gordon model and its UV CFT. The examples up to the level 4 are presented. Numerical computation support the results. Possible applications are discussed.
Introduction
The fermionic basis in the space of local operators appeared in the papers [1, 2, 3] in the study of XXZ spin chain. The important feature of this basis is that the expectation values on a cylinder are given by determinants. Later it was realised [4, 5] that the fermionic basis provides a universal description of integrable models related to U q ( sl 2 ), namely XXZ (homogeneous or inhomogeneous) lattice model, CFT with c < 1, sineGordon (sG) model. In certain sense the fermionic basis provides an invariant under the action of the renormalisation group description of these integrable models.
It is especially important to find exact quantitative relation between the fermionic basis and the usual Virasoro description of the CFT. This is due to fact that the study of nontrivial asymptotics of the correlation functions (short-distance asymptotics for massive relativistic models and long-distance asymptotics for lattice models) passes through the perturbed CFT (PCFT) [6, 7, 8] .
In the papers [9, 5] it was shown that the fermionic basis allows to compute the one-point functions of descendants for the sG model in infinite volume and on the infinite cylinder C/2πiRZ (equivalently at finite temperature T = 1/(2πR)) providing an indispensable set of data for study of the UV asymptotics of correlation functions. Conventionally the directrix (generatrix) of the cylinder is called Matsubara (Space) direction. The potential in the sG Lagrangian is periodic, hence there is the Floquet index p. We treat the Euclidean sG model [5] as the scaling limit of the inhomogeneous six-vertex model. This approach is technically closer to the dual massive Thirring model (MTM) than to the sG model. For the MTM introducing the Floquet index corresponds to putting a finite gauge transformation into the boundary conditions in Matsubara direction for the Dirac fermion: ψ(x + 2πiR) = e 2πip ψ(x). Alternatively, we can introduce a constant gauge field along the Matsubara direction. We shall call p twist. Considering the sG model [5] on a cylinder it was implied that the values of p coincide for Rez → ±∞. In this case it is sufficient to know the identification of the fermionic basis with the Virasoro one modulo action of the local integrals of motion. However, there are situations when this is not sufficient.
Consider a cylinder and impose different boundary conditions: different twists p and p ′ for Rez → ∞ ans Rez → −∞. Certainly, the "partition function" with such boundary conditions vanish due to orthogonality of eigenstates with different twists. However, the asymptotics to the expectation values in Section 5. Then in the Section 6 we show that our conjectures are in perfect agreement with the numerical data.
Some formulae about form factors and null-vectors
We consider the Euclidean sine-Gordon (sG) model as perturbation of "complex Liouville model" (cL):
As explained in [5] it is convenient to use as dimensional parameter µ related to Λ by Λ = µ 2 sin πβ 2 , We introduce the XXZ-like parameter
as coupling constant. In this paper we shall assume 1/2 < ν < 1, but everything can be done for 0 < ν < 1/2 as well. Notice that µ 1 ν has dimension of mass. For generic α the local operators in sG are identified with their cL counterparts unambiguously. So, we do not distinguish them notationally. In the cL Liouville theory we have primary fields and their descendants. It will be convenient to work with dimensionless operators. The primary fields are These operators, as they has been defined in [4] , do not satisfy the reflection relations, they have to be slightly modified. Namely to any of our operators we apply the similarity transformation defining
and similarly for other chirality. This modification is irrelevant in [4, 5, 14] because in these papers all the serious computation were done for the case when τ * (ζ) is essentially equal to 1 in which case Q = 0 etc. However, the change (2.4) can be felt in the context of [10] where the form factors are considered. Let us present modified formulae.
We recall some formulae from [10] . Form factors are given by certain integral transformation (see [11, 10] for details). Different descendants of the primary field Φ α are labeled by certain anti-symmetric functions inserted into the integral. Let us describe them. Consider the state of 2n solitons with rapidities β 1 , · · · β 2l , and introduce
Here and later
The central operator τ * (ζ) is evaluated in this case as P (Z)/P (−Z). The above mentioned functions are constructed using
here and later
The form factors of the operator
where Φ α is the one-point function of the primary field in infinite volume [15] , and A, B, C and D are respectively k × k ′ , k × l, n × k ′ and n × l matrices:
The necessary explanations about this construction is given in [10] . The formulae (2.6) are symmetric for two chiralities, contrary to corresponding formulae from [10] . This is due to the modification (2.4). This looks as rather innocent modification, but it took for us some effort to realise its necessity. When α = m 1−ν ν the function (2.8) becomes a polynomial. For certain polynomials the integral for the form factors vanish due to q-exact one-forms and q-Riemann bilinear identity which lead together to a procedure of describing the null-vectors in terms of form factors for the primary fields Φ 1,j = e i(j−1)βϕ/2 . This is explained in [16, 10] , so, we shall not go into details providing just the final results. The construction differs for odd and even j.
We are dealing with the integrable structure of CFT which is different from the conformal one. In the conformal description we have singular vectors and null-vectors which are their Virasoro descendants. In the integrable description the descendants are created by the action of integrals of motion only. So, the Virasoro null-vectors which are not obtained in this way have to be described in the fermionic basis. This can be done in rather compact way explained below for the descendants of Φ 1,2m+1 and Φ 1,2m .
For Φ 1,2m+1 we have α = 2m
Let us write down null-vectors up to level 5. Applying the above formulae we obtain results with several fictitious poles in ν, which is not very convenient for numerical checks; by some exercises in trigonometry we eliminate them. One more remark concerns the case Φ 1,1 (α = 0). At α → 0 there is a singularity in our formulae (see, for example (2.6)). We can redefine the operators β * , γ * in order to eliminate this singularity (undoing the transformation (2.4) ), but it is easier to observe that in the formulae below singular term always comes accompanied by pure descendants of integrals of motion which vanish on the unit operator. So, we shall not introduce modified operators, simply dropping the singular terms.
Below we collect the results. It has been explained how the singular vectors are obtained, for other null-vectors we explain their origins.
On level 1 there is one singular vector
there are other null-vectors created by the integrals of motion which we shall neglect for their triviality.
On level 2 we have one singular vector:
On level 3 there is one singular vector
. Important property of our fermions consists in the fact that they create not the tensor product of two chiral Verma modules, but rather the direct sum [5] 
This property has very transparent explanation in terms of the functions (2.8) due to the simple identity
We do not go into details at this point because very careful explanation can be found in [10] , but rather give one example which we shall need later. For shift of primary field one has
3. Level 2 3.1. Reflection relations. It has been shown in [14] that modulo action of the integrals of motion our fermions solve the reflection relations [7] . The goal of the present paper is to incorporate the descendants created by the integrals of motion into this picture.
We have two reflections:
Vaguely, the main property of our fermions is that under both of these reflections act on them as anti-automorphisms with
Let us explain this in some more details on a simple example of level 2.
We consider CFT with the central charge
in our notations
To simplify comparison with [14] we quote [5] 
In the UV limit the field ϕ(z,z) splits into two chiral components φ(z), φ(ζ). Consider one of them. It can be written using the Heisenberg generators and zero mode:
Define the Virasoro generators
We consider the Heisenberg and Virasoro descendants of the primary field Φ α (0). The rule of the game is that the Heisenberg descendants are invariant under σ 1 and the Virasoro descendants are invariant under σ 2 . The goal is to find a basis, invariant under both. The integrals of motion are invariant under both reflections by their construction. Up to the level 5 they are
Consider the identity
This identity is simple, but it explains how we proceed in general case: we take the Heisenberg part form [14] , then by definition it is equal to a vector obtained by action of Virasoro generators with even indices only plus descendants of local integrals of motion. The latter terms is what we are interested in this paper.
The right hand side is invariant under σ 1 . The first term of the left hand side is invariant under σ 2 , but the second is not. Let us correct this adding x(α)i 2 1 Φ α . We do not want to spoil the invariance of the right hand side, so, we require
On the other hand we want to correct the invariance of the left hand side under σ 2 which requires
3.2. Fermionic basis on level 2. According to our logic the fermionic basis on level 2 (which consists of one vector) is obtained solving (3.4), (3.5) . Solutions are defined up to arbitrary even and periodic with period 2 function of α. Let us make the minimality assumption:
• There are no singularities in the strip 0 < Re(α) < 2.
• There is no growth for Im(α) → ±∞. For the moment we cannot justify these assumptions, but they supported by extensive numerical study as will be explained later.
With the above assumptions we find
The function A 1,1 (α, ν) is defined for 0 < α < 1 by the integral
then it is continued analytically. We have intentionally chosen A 1,1 (α, ν) in such a way that
Observe that for α = 1−ν ν the left hand side of (3.3) is a singular vector. Then the compatibility with (2.14) imposes for the constant B 1,1 (ν):
Now comes the first crucial check of our construction. There is one more singular vector which contains only β * 1 γ * 1 , this is (2.15):
in which we substitute β * 1 γ * 1 Φ 1,3 given by (3.6). It is easy to find the singular vector in terms of Virasoro generators:
where the overall multiplier is chosen in order to equalise the coefficient in front of i 1 l −2 in (3.8) and (3.9) . Then the coefficient in front of i 3 is automatically consistent while the consistency of the coefficient in front of i 3 1 requires the identity:
For this identity is quite non-trivial we write it in the most explicit form starting from 2/3 < ν < 1 (when
and then continuing analytically in ν:
We do not have a good analytical proof of this identity, even computing by residues is hard because double poles are present, but numerical check supports it perfectly.
Level 4
Following [14] consider two vectors in Heisenberg representation
Rewrite them in Virasoro representation
The coefficients X(α, ν) are rational functions of their arguments, they are given in the Appendix. The important information about them is that in the domain 0 < Re(α) < 2 all of them have simple pole at α = 2
1−ν ν
, and X 1,1|1,1 1,3
(α, ν) has additional simple pole at α = 1−ν ν . We look for the fermionic basis on level four in the form
The functions A(α, ν) should satisfy difference equations similar to (3.5) . To all of them we impose the normalisation
in order to be able to normalise by the singular vector of Φ 1,4 . We require that (4.2), (4.3) are regular for 0 < α < 2. We suppose that the procedure is clear now, so, without going into much details we give the results.
The coefficients A are obtained by analytical continuation from the domain 1/2 ≤ ν < 2/3, 0 < |α| < 1 of the following integrals.
Here the last term is added because the integral does not vanish at α = 3
. Indeed, in the range of ν which we consider for this value of α the pole of the integrand at i(1 − α) crosses the real line and punches the integration contour together with the pole at t = i(4−3/ν) of the second gamma-function. Because of the multiplier sin
the integral at this value of α is finite, it is cancelled by the last term in (4.5).
Here the last term is added in order to cancel the pole at α =
where the last term is added in order to cancel the none-zero value of the second integral at α = 3(1 − ν)/ν which occurs for the same reason as in (4.5). Due to (4.4) the constants B are read from the singular vector (2.16):
These formulae should be checked against the singular vectors (2.16) (which is satisfied by definition), (2.17), (2.20) and the descendants (2.18), (2.19), (2.21), (2.22) . This leads to a number of identities for one-fold integrals and two-fold integrals which we have verified numerically.
To give an example let us consider the most non-trivial case provided by (2.22):
2 (4.9)
One easily finds the general null-vector of Φ 1,3 on level 5. It consists of a non-trivial one together with the simple descendent created by i 2 1 from the singular vector with arbitrary coefficient:
(4.10)
Now we multiply (4.10) by
, ν) and compare. The coefficients in front of i 1 l −4 and i 5 are all right due to
.
Let us consider the coefficient of i
. This is not quite trivial because both X 11) in order to compute the constant C because both terms in the right hand side of (4.11) are regular at α = 2
(4.12)
Performing a similar computation for the term with i 2 1 i 3 we find
where B 1,1|1,1 and B 1,3 are given by (4.8). Having in mind the formula for C (4.12) we obtain quite non-trivial identity including the integrals A 1,3 2 − 2(1−ν) ν , ν and
, ν which we checked numerically. The coefficient of i 5 1 yields still more complicated identity which includes two-fold and one-fold integrals. This identity also can be verified numerically.
Expectation values on a cylinder
We begin study of the Euclidean sine-Gordon model on a cylinder of radius R ((z ∈ C/2πiRZ). We require that the twists at Re(z) → ∞ and Re(z) → −∞ are respectively p and p ′ . A local operator created by our fermions fermions β *
from the primary field Φ α is inserted at ζ = 0. Before going further let us fix notations.
In what follows we shall use rapidity-like variables which are related to the original spectral parameters as
The radius of the cylinder (inverse temperature) will be parametrised by dimensionless parameter θ 0 :
The high temperature limit corresponds to θ 0 → ∞.
General formula [2, 5] expresses the expectation values in terms of two functions Ω(θ, σ|α, θ 0 ) and ̺(θ|θ 0 ) (mostly we omit the dependence upon p, p ′ , but when needed we make it explicit writing Ω(θ, σ|α, θ 0 , p, p ′ ) etc). For p = p ′ the function Ω(θ, σ|α, θ 0 ) is related to the one used in [5] via
νθ , e νσ |α .
The main goal of this section is to show how our previous results allow to compute the high temperature limit for the asymptotical coefficients of Ω(θ, σ|α, θ 0 ). Before writing down the formulae for the expectation values let us comment on their origin. Our treatment of the sG model is based on the scaling limit of an inhomogeneous six-vertex model, as explained in [5] . If p ′ = p + αν/2 the expectation value in question allows simple interpretation as scaling limit of the one computed in [4] , κ = 2p/ν and κ ′ = κ + α being the twists of the Matsubara transfer-matrices to the left and to the right of the inserted local field. More sophisticated construction including the lattice screening operators [4, 9, 5] allows to consider p ′ = p + αν/2 + (1 − ν)m for m = 0, 1, 2, · · · . In all these cases the expectation values are expressed in terms of the function Ω(θ, θ ′ |α, θ 0 ). This function is defined through certain integral equation, and the only difference for different boundary conditions is that we have to insert the ratio of eigenvalues of Matsubara transfer-matrices for p ′ and p into the kernel of an integral equation (see formula (6.9) below). This makes us to conjecture that arbitrary values of p, p ′ can be considered in the same fashion.
Let us make one important remark. The twists p, p ′ enter quite differently the equation for the function Ω(θ, θ ′ |α, θ 0 ) which we shall formulate. However, the final results must be symmetric with respect to interchange p ↔ p ′ . We shall check that this is actually the case. This check provides a crucial support to our procedure.
General formula is only slightly different from the one given in [5] , so we shall be brief. As usual we introduce the multi-index notations for products of fermions. Then
, D stands for the determinant defined for two sets of odd integers A = {a 1 , · · · , a n },
Here Ω 2j−1,2k−1 (α, θ 0 ) are coefficient of the asymptotics a function which will be discussed in the next section
We shall need also the function ρ(θ|θ 0 ) which is the ratio of the ground state Matsubara transfer-matrices:
The coefficients Ω
2j−1,2k−1 (α, θ 0 ) do not vanish only if sgn(2j − 1) = sgn(2k − 1). They are obtained from the expansion for θ → ±∞, σ → ∓∞ of
which follows from the asymptotical expansions for ̺(θ|θ 0 ) given in terms of the differences of the of the Mastubara eigenvalues of the local integrals of motion:
In the high temperature limit
where I 2j−1 (p) are the CFT eigenvalues [22] . We shall need the first three of them
For j, k > 0 in the high temperature limit
We read Ω 2j−1,2k−1 (α, θ 0 ) from the particular case of (5.2)
and the "theoretical prediction" for high temperature limits Ω 1,1 (α), Ω 1,3 (α), Ω 3,1 (α) from (3.6), (4.2), (4.3). First, we replace i 2j−1 by I 2j−1 (p ′ ) − I 2j−1 (p). Second, we replace the operators l −2 Φ α , l 2 −2 Φ α , l −4 Φ α by their normalised expectation values which are correspondingly 1 2
In the next section we shall compare this prediction with TBA-like method for computing Ω(θ, σ|α, θ 0 ).
For the second chirality the formulae are quite similar, except that we have to take the asymptotics at σ, θ → −∞. It is getting more interesting when we mix two chiralities. Consider, for example, β * 1γ * 1 Φ α (0). We have from (5.2)
1,−1 (α, θ 0 ) . (5.5) then using (2.23) we obtain
1,−1 (α|θ 0 ) can be evaluated explicitly. The ratio in the right hand side approaches in the high temperature limit the ratio of three-point functions for which we use the formulae from [17] . Having all that in mind we derive "theoretical" prediction for the high temperature behaviour of Ω 1,−1 (α|θ 0 ):
the constant C(α, ν) is given by (2.24), and C(p, p ′ , α, ν) is the ratio of CFT three-point functions:
where γ(x) = Γ(x)/Γ(1 − x). This is the simplest formula including shifts, but on the other hand this is the most important one: it is sufficient for the study of ultra-violet behaviour of sG correlation functions in the framework of perturbed CFT. We counted three different parts of the right hand ride of (5.6) by Roman numerals for future use.
Numerical work
We proceed to the numerical check of our results. This requires knowledge of the Matsubara ground state as function of twist. This part of the problem is well-known, but we give corresponding equations in order to fix the notations. We also provide some comments on our tricks (probably not the most intelligent ones) for doing numerics on Mathematica.
We introduce in usual way the auxiliary function a(θ|θ 0 , p), and write the non-linear equation [18, 19] :
where M is the soliton mass which we relate to θ 0 by well-known formula [20] :
The kernel is
Mathematica is not very strong in Fourier transform, we do the integral and compare it with first 30 terms of the asymptotics, when the difference is 10 −20 (this normally happens for −2 < θ < 2) we stop computing the integral and switch to the asymptotics. In this way we avoid rapidly oscillating integrals. Finally, the number η is rather arbitrary, from 0 to π 1−ν 2ν
. It should not be too close to the minimal and maximal values. Our preferable choice is η = π
, but for reasons which will be clear later we need one more value of η. In this case we take η = π
1−ν 5ν
. This is already close to 0, that is why in the first case we replace the integral by sum with the step 1/10, but and in the second with the step 1/20.
In order to be able to compare with CFT we are interested in the high temperature behaviour, in other words in small R. The values of θ 0 of the order 10 work perfectly. Here is the graphic of the real and imaginary parts of log (1 + a (θ + πiη)) (η = 2(1−ν) 5ν ) for p = 0, ν = 5/8, and θ 0 = 10, 12 which shows well pronounced splitting into two chiral kinks depending on |θ| − θ 0 as in [21] : fig.1a Real part of log (1 + a (θ + πiη)) for θ 0 = 10, 12. fig.1b Imaginary part of log (1 + a (θ + πiη)) for θ 0 = 10, 12.
The equations (6.1) are written in an assumption that for the ground state all the Bethe roots are real. This is definitely true for p = 0 and for sufficiently small deviations from this point. Starting from some value of p a rearrangement of the Bethe roots begins. Experience shows that for ν close to the free fermion point ν = 1/2 we can go up to p = 0.2 with equations (6.1), for ν = 3/4 the border drops to p ≈ 0.12. It should be said also that with our procedure the number of iterations needed in order to reach the precision of 10 −12 grows fast for ν > 3/4, so, we never work above this point. If −η < θ < η we have
where
Since L(θ, η|θ 0 , p, p ′ ) decreases at θ → ∞ faster that any power of e −θ we obtain the asymptotic expansion for θ → ±∞ in terms of e ∓(2j−1)θ . This gives the eigenvalues of local integrals of motion
and similarly for the second chirality. With this we can check that for high temperature limit
Numerically for θ 0 = 11, p = 0.15, ν = 5/8 we arrive at precision of ten significant digits after 23 iterations of DDV equation for the first three integrals (5.4). We do not go into details because we use this well-known [22] computation just for verification of our numerics. We shall call the asymptotical expansion in e −(2j−1)(|θ|−θ 0 ) of the kind of (6.4) the standard asymptotics in θ. The natural temptation is to consider |θ| − θ 0 as large as possible. However, this is dangerous because the absolute values of numerical answers would be too small. We have to optimise somehow. Experience shows that for the computations below the good choice is with |θ| − θ 0 between 2 and 3, for this values e −2(|θ|−θ 0 ) is between 0.02 and 0.0025, which happens to be a reliable asymptotical domain.
In what follows we shall need in addition to ̺(θ|θ 0 ) for real θ, the same function for Im(θ) = η. In principle this can be computed going to the border of the strip in (6.3) via Sokhotsky's formula. However, it is hard to use the latter numerically with good precision. So, as has been mentioned, we solve the equations (6.1) for the shift equal η/2 and proceed by log ̺(θ|θ 0 , p, p ′ ) = ±L(θ|θ 0 , p, p ′ ) (6.5)
which is valid for Im(θ) > < ± η/2. To compute the asymptotics for any argument we use (6.3) because the analytical continuation add a function decreasing faster that any e N |θ| for any N (see (6.5) ). To make the formulae more readable, from now on we shall put the parameters θ 0 , p, p ′ explicitly only when it is really needed. Now we formulate appropriate for numerical study equations for the function
|α) , the arguments are shifted for convenience. Using this function one can compute the expectation values of local operators on the infinite cylinder with the boundary conditions with twists p, p ′ , as explained in the previous section. We follow the Appendix of [4] with somewhat different notations and application. First, we switch to rapidity-like variables. Second, we deal not with chiral CFT, but with sG, but this does not change much for derivation of equations. Finally, for the auxiliary kernel ψ we take ψ(θ|α) = e ανθ e 2νθ − 1 .
Introduce the kernel
, and the corresponding integral operator
We shall need the resolvent R of 1 − K satisfying
and solution to the equation
Here τ is an observer. Due to [4] we know that F right (θ, τ |α) allows standard asymptotics in τ . Let us concentrate on (6.6), the resolvent is treated similarly. Since ̺(θ) → 1 at θ → ±∞ it does not make much sense to iterate (6.6): the operator K is not compact.
As usual we have to extract something in order to reduce the operator to a compact one. Dividing the unknown function as
and inverting an operator with difference kernel we arrive at the equation
dx ,
Consider τ > 0. It is easy to see that the right hand side of (6.8) has standard asymptotics. In order to find the coefficients of the asymptotic expansion we compute the right hand side at five points τ = θ 0 + 2 + 2j/10, j = 0, · · · , 4 and use the interpolation procedure which defines the first coefficient of the asymptotical series with precision O(e −20 ) and the second coefficient with the precision O(e −16 ). Certainly, we hope that there are no resonances in higher terms which happens to be the case since our procedure works perfectly well. We work at given numerical precision, and taking more interpolation points would be not only useless, but even dangerous. Then we solve the equation (6.8) putting these coefficients into right hand side. As a result we obtain it is sufficient to take θ max = 35. For small α the necessary value of θ max grows which is not surprising for Ω(σ, τ |α) has a pole at α = 0. That is why we avoid values of α smaller than 1/3. We shall need also
Now we are ready to define
|α). It consists of two parts:
The second part is rather explicit, it will be discussed later. In order to describe the first part we introduce the measure
and a system of linear integral equations for two functions G ± (θ, τ |α):
Actually G ± (θ, τ |α) = G(θ ± iη, τ |α) for certain analytical function G(θ, τ |α), but this is irrelevant for actual computation which consists in iterating the equation (6.10) . Iterations converge fast because of very rapid decrease of M ± (θ) at θ → ±∞. Finally,
It is easy to see that
In order to define Ω (2) (σ, τ |α, θ 0 ) we introduce the function
Then
It is less obvious, but still can be shown, that
Let us divide Ω (2) (σ, τ |α) into two pieces according to (6.7) :
,
All of our functions
, Ω (4) (σ, τ ) have standard asymptotics in both arguments. Let us consider them one by one.
For Ω (1) (σ, τ |α) this follows from the standard asymptotics in σ, τ of F left (σ, θ|α), F right (θ, τ |α). These asymptotics contain growing in θ terms because we have to treat F Finally, for the independent of α piece Ω (4) (σ, τ ) the standard asymptotics is proved by more delicate means, we refer to [4] for explanation. We compute at five points of both σ and τ (25 points all together), and then apply the five point interpolation for both arguments. Numerically this is the most complicated piece, a lot of precision is needed. On the other hand, looking more attentively at this function we observe that it changes sign under p ↔ p ′ , while the entire function Ω, as has been said, is supposed to be symmetric. This observation results in the following final procedure.
We compute the coefficients of the standard asymptotics in both arguments for
for p, p ′ . Then we do the same for the opposite order p ′ , p, and take symmetric and antisymmetric with respect to p ↔ p ′ parts. We make sure that the anti-symmetric part does not depend on α, this fact is observed with very good numerical precision. Then we check that this anti-symmetric part cancels with Ω (4) (σ, τ ). This is demonstrated with very good numerical precision for the first in both variables term of asymptotics; for the second term the precision is reasonably good (like five significant digits), it is possible to to improve the precision of Ω (4) (σ, τ ), but from the present discussion it follows that this is not needed: it is much more precise to take the symmetric part of (6.11) as the final answer. For the latter we change the precision of computations (taking step 1/20 instead of 1/10, computing on longer intervals etc.) and observe that this does not change the answer significantly.
The entire procedure is complicated but doable. Let us discuss the results. First, we compare the "theoretical" prediction for Ω The precision is somewhat worse than in the previous case, but one has to have in mind that some precision is lost when extracting of the second term of the asymptotics . It is interesting to consider complex α. The imaginary part should not be too big, otherwise the number of iterations in the equations for F The precision is quite good. Now we consider the shift of the primary field comparing with the equation (5.6). Here the dependance on θ 0 is non-trivial, so, the most interesting check consists in taking different values of θ 0 for the same p, p ′ , α, ν. The right hand side of (5.6) consists of three parts, it is interesting to consider the case when all of them contribute significantly, for example, we set for p = .12, p ′ = .15, α = 3/2, ν = 3/5. We see that the agreement is very good, and it is getting better with θ 0 growing. This is not surprising because with θ 0 growing we are going deeper into the high temperature domain. We want to see whether the three parts in (5.6) contribute considerably. For θ 0 = 11 we have: The second part is smaller that other two (this is not a wonder since it contains e −2θ 0 ), but still it contributes five orders more than the discrepancy between theoretical and numerical values.
To finish this section let us give an example of computation of the ratio of one-point functions for arbitrary θ 0 . We compute
reproduces the CFT result:
produces the ratio of Lukyanov-Zamolodchikov one-point functions, shifts p, p ′ become irrelevant in this limit,
An example of numerics is provided on fig. 3 . fig.3 The function Λ(0, 0.15, 5/7, 5/8, θ 0 ) against high (CFT) and low (LZ) temperature predictions. We observe very fast crossover.
Conclusion
As before [5] , we obtain the one-point function not for the primary fields, but for the ratio of primary fields shifted by 2 1−ν ν . This is sufficient for computing the UV asymptotics of the normalised two-point function
on a cylinder with different boundary conditions. Indeed, the PCFT OPE contains only the primary fields (and their descendants) shifted from Φ α 1 +α 2 (0) by multiple of 2 1−ν ν . The PCFT contains rather complicated integrals which should be defined by analytical continuation. In the domain 1/2 < ν < 1 and for positive α 1 , α 2 in order to obtain the asymptotics of (zz) ∆α 1 +∆α 2 −∆α G α 1 ,α 2 (z,z) up to o((zz) 2 ) one needs only one of these integrals (which is known [24] ) and the normalised by Φ α one-point functions of Φ α+2 1−ν ν , l −2 Φ α ,l −2 Φ α , l −4 Φ α ,l −4 Φ α and l −2l−2 Φ α which we can compute with the results of this paper. The latter one-point function is given by 2 × 2 determinant which in the simplest case p = p ′ , α = 0 coincides with Zamolodchikov's one [25] as explained in [5] . We hope to return to computation of this asymptotics in future.
Still knowledge of the one-point function itself is interesting. Certainly, assuming analyticity we can just solve the difference equations for Φ α (0) , and eliminate possible quasi-constant by reasonable analyticity requirements obtaining the α-dependent part of Φ α (0) , but the problem of normalisation arises. In the case of coinciding boundary condition this could be fixed normalising by the expectation value of 1 (partition function). In general case this is impossible because the expectation value of 1 vanishes.
The above mentioned problem is even more serious if we try to apply our formulae to compute the form factor in finite volume: we obtain not the form factors, but their ratios. So, the form factors of the primary fields should be defined. In this case the normalisation depends on the quantum numbers of two states involved, and it can be quite non-trivial. This happens even in the case of infinite volume, as can be seen from the computations of [10] . This deserves further investigation.
In this paper we provided a conclusive evidence for the construction of the fermionic basis in the case when the local integrals of motion act non-trivially. We used two main tools: the conjecture of the existence of the fermionic basis and the reflection relations. This was done up to the level 4. Proceeding to higher levels would encounter certain technical problems.
First, the fermionic basis modulo integrals of motion contain certain unusual in CFT denominators (the simplest one is ∆ α + 2 on level 6). This would require rethinking our minimality conditions. Second, the numerical data are less precise, one would need to improve the working precision. Since we do not know how to change the minimality conditions it would be desirable to have enough numerical data for computing the coefficients A, B numerically. This is how we actually proceeded on levels 2 and 4. The coefficients in question are obtained as follows.
On level 4 we have 5 states in the Verma module which we organise in our way: acting by even Virasoro generators and then by integrals of motion. The normalised expectation values are given by five linearly independent polynomials of p, p ′ . Correspondingly, we conjecture that the coefficients of the asymptotics are polynomials in p, p ′ . So, we compute numerically asymptotics for different values of p, p ′ , and, assuming that they are polynomials, present them as a linear combination of our five polynomials. We compute for more than five pairs p, p ′ in order to confirm our assumption. On the level 6 there are eleven descendants, and only nine of corresponding polynomials are linearly independent. The situation is similar to the one considered in [13] : to have enough data it is not sufficient to consider only the ground states of Matsubara transfermatrices as boundary conditions. One have to include at least one exited state. This is a hard problem, we hope to return to it in future.
In this paper we considered only chiral null-vectors which have well-known counterpart in CFT. However, it is easy to generalise our procedure in order to consider the null-vectors mixing two chiralities. They are nothing but higher equations of motion (compare with the Liouville case [23] ) the sG equation itself being the simplest example. The derivatives of the field ϕ(z,z) occur from the limit of t 0 (α)i 2j−1 Φ α for α → 0.
Appendix
Here we give explicit formulae for functions X # # (α, ν):
1,3 (α, ν) = −
